Change your words, change
your world. Learn their
language...

Corporate and Private Language
Coaching helping you connect with
a 21st Century, globalized world.

BRINGING MORE EFFICIENT LANGUAGE INTO
BUSINESS

What is Neurolanguage Coaching®?
NeuroLanguage Coaching® incorporates the latest findings in neuroscience as well as
principles and tools from coaching into the traditional process of language teaching.
Through neuroscience we know that no two brains are the same, so neurolanguage coaching®
is tailor-made learning to clients´ needs, without books, but with clear and structured targets
to achieve in defined periods of time.
This method and approach creates the perfect learning conditions for the brain leading
to faster, more efficient, sustainable and cost-effective results. Our Language Coaches are
the FIRST in the WORLD to be certified as INTERNATIONALLY ACCREDITED LANGUAGE
COACHES (accredited by the ICF - International Coach Federation).
”Neurolanguage Coaching® is the efficient and fast transfer of language knowledge and skills from
the Language Coach to the Language Coachee with sustainable effects facilitated by brain based
coaching and coaching principles and neuroscience.” © 2012 Rachel M. Paling

Award Winning Methodology
Neurolanguage Coaching® – A New Way For Language Learning
Winner of the 2019/2020 Science of Learning Bronze Award
ELC was selected by an extended panel of over 180 international
judges as achieving outstanding standards for innovation,
scalability, efficacy, and uniqueness.

BRINGING HARD SCIENCE TO LANGUAGE
LEARNING

How Neurolanguage Coaching® is
delivered
A normal course of Neurolanguage Coaching® lasts
approximately three months. In the weekly sessions the
coach will inspire and motivate the client in each phase
of his/her development.

interactive

In the first appointment, there is a short interview in
which the coach identifies the client’s requirements.
After this, the client will become aware of his/her own
targets to be achieved in a predefined period of time.

Specialised Language Coaching

Each individual session normally lasts about one hour
and the coach, using the Neurolanguage Coaching®
method, will move the client towards the achievement
of his/her goals in a much faster time period compared
to normal teaching and also effortlessly.

>> Face to face at location

After each meeting, the client decides if they would
like to receive consolidation to work on autonomously,
which will be discussed in the following session.
Clients will always have the opportunity to contact our
language coaches with any questions.
General Language Coaching
to improve language level (one to one or groups maximum
4 persons recommended)
>> Face to face at location
>> Online face to face interactive through our online
platforms or Zoom (24 hrs a day)
>> Blended learning – both face to face and online

>> One/two day intensive workshops

with experts for specific topics (see catalogue) (one to one
or groups maximum 4 persons recommended)

>> Online face to face interactive through online
platform or Zoom (24 hrs a day)
>> Blended learning – both face to face and online
interactive
>> One or two day intensive workshops

OUR COACHES ARE THE FIRST ACCREDITED
LANGUAGE COACHES IN THE WORLD

The Impact of Neurolanguage Coaching® on the
Learner
>> Deeper understanding of the grammar and the language
>> Absolute awareness of mistakes as well as development of the ability to self-correct
>> Noticeable improvement leads to more inspiration and motivation to improve further
>> More awareness as to how the brain learns and how the learner him/herself learns best

About ELC
Efficient Language Coaching Global, was founded in 2008 by Rachel Marie Paling with
the idea of creating a worldwide network of like-minded language coaches, all with different
professional backgrounds, with good teaching qualifications or experience and in addition with the
added dimension of coaching qualifications.
Our worldwide network of Neurolanguage Coaches® transfer language knowledge, know-how and experience to clients
in varied sectors and fields of competence to offer an advanced, efficient and targeted learning of language.
We are the first worldwide to offer language coaching with certified and accredited language coaches. We distinguish
ourselves from ordinary language training as we specifically coach our clients according to the needs, requirements and
specific topics/lacking skills of each individual, creating targets and integrating coaching techniques for a deeper and
faster learning of the language/language topic.
Our principal aim is to assist our clients to reach higher language levels in the most efficient and effective way.

DELIVERING FLEXIBLE, TAILOR-MADE
LANGUAGE COACHING PROGRAMMES

Language Seminars
Language Seminars are extremely effective for concentrated coaching either on a one to one basis or
in groups. Seminars can serve to troubleshoot certain areas like telephoning, business communication,
negotiating, legal workshops, giving presentations or even delivering speeches. Qualified language coaches with
highly efficient material deliver intensive seminars to create maximum effect as quickly as possible.
Today ELC is proud of its team composed of professionals in law, finance, journalism, engineering, architecture,
marketing, management, international business administration, health care sector, energy sector, medical sector,
health and safety, renewable energy fields, theatre and psychology. Not only in English but also in Spanish, French,
Italian, German, Arabic and Russian.
We follow a coaching method prior, during and post-seminar. For more information please contact us.

Language Support for Business
Individual coaching and preparation for meetings and conferences
>> Preparation for international speeches and presentations
>> Editing and correcting of texts and legal texts
>> Short-notice support for executives
>> Assistance for telephone conferences
>> Proof-reading
>> Translation of Document

Our mission:
To bring language coaching to millions of people across the
world making language learning more accessible and efficient for
individuals, business people and professionals and in this way,
facilitate better communication in the globalized world.

Rachel Paling, Efficient Language Coaching Founder and Director
Professional Certified Coach (ICF), Corporate & Private
Language Coach, Creator of Neurolanguage Coaching® and
Neuroscientist
Rachel Marie Paling is an International Game Changer in Education, in particular,
the education of languages.
She has created the method and approach Neurolanguage Coaching® which
incorporates professional coaching and principles of neuroscience into the
learning process. She coaches and trains teachers worldwide, transforming them
into certified and ICF accredited Neurolanguage coaches and has created the
Neurolanguage Coach network with over 800 NL Coaches in just over 70 countries
worldwide and is now bringing the approach to schools and institutions over the
world through her licensed trainers.
Rachel started teaching language at the age of 17 and has a BA Honours in
Law and Spanish, MA in Human Rights, she is a qualified UK lawyer, MA in
Applied Neuroscience and a PCC ICF Life Coach. She is the author of the books
Neurolanguage Coaching and Brain-friendly Grammar and has written numerous
blog articles about learning, coaching and neuroscience. She has spoken at
many international conferences and ELC was awarded the Bronze Award at the
Reimagine Education Awards 2019 in the Science in Learning category.
She is dedicated to the shift in education and has established an educational
foundation to bring coaching, neuroscience and heart science into educational
processes.

Contact us today and find how
we can help your business connect with a
21st Century, globalized world.
E-mail us at info@efficientlanguagecoaching.com
Visit our website at efficientlanguagecoaching.com
Call us on +34664094357
Facebook: /EfficientLanguageCoaching
LinkedIn: /company/efficient-language-coaching/
Efficient Language Coaching Global. Ctra Montblanc (Más Cal Tone) S/N 43205 Reus, Tarragona, Spain
Efficient Language Coaching®, NeuroHeart Education, ELC Language Coaching Certification®, Neurolanguage Coaching®, Neurolanguage Collective® and ELC
Neurolanguage Communication® are registered trademarks held by Rachel Marie Paling.

